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A case for honour 

 

Criteria TEASA will use for honouring evangelical leaders  

Introduction:  

The 25th anniversary of TEASA offers  an opportunity to celebrate the grace of God in and through 

the ministry of TEASA. The national executive saw the value of honouring leaders who have served 

the cause of Evangelicalism well in South Africa in the last 25 years. Those honoured will be those 

who have not only exemplified personal moral integrity, but will have provided leadership that has 

impacted the life of the church and nation, especially as regards those core essentials of evangelical 

belief as well as the mission of TEASA.  

These core themes are. 

1. Evangelism. 

2. Exemplifying and championing a high view of Scripture 

3. Prayer mobilisation 

4. Pioneering and or championing ministry that advances biblical values in society.  

5. Promoting Christian unity. 

6. Prophetic witness in different spheres of life. 

7. Servant Leadership 

 

A four yearly occasion. 

Every four years TEASA will celebrate evangelical leaders from all walks of life, as an occasion to 

highlight those themes, values and lessons that Evangelicalism will do well to embrace and live out.  

With regard to process, these leaders will be identified in a participatory way by TEASA 

Denominational Church leaders as well as TEASA and its commission leaders.  There may be a case 

for honouring others post humously. 

 

The Inaugural group 

Accordingly, the following names have been nominated:  

1. DR MASOLE PETRUS RAGIMANE 

 

2. Xana McCauley. 

 

3. Michael Cassidy_Read 

 

4. Teresa Conradie_Read 
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5. RICHARD NGIDI_Read 

 

6. Rev Nicholas Bhengu citations 

 

7. Prof David Jacobus Bosch 25 Nov 

 

8. PETER TARANTAL 

 

9. Ms Zoleka Majola_25 Nov 

 

10. Maurice Radebe citation 

 

11. Hugh Wetmore Bio_Read 24 Nov 

 

12. Graham Power 

 

13. Frank Chikane_26 Nov 

 

14. Esme Bowers_Read 22 Nov 

 

15. Dr Garth Japhet 

 

16. Dr Eva Seobi_Final 

 

17. Derek Crumpton – Read 22 Nov 

 

18. Mrs Anneke Rabe 

 

19. ANGUS BUCHAN Read 25 Nov 

 

20. Nkosinathi Ncaphai 
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21. Cassie Carstens 

 

Conclusion. 

 

It is hoped that the awards and their celebration will clarify the values that TEASA stands for a 

promote a culture of innovation and creativity in the addressing the challenges faced by the Church 

in general and Evangelicalism in particular. 


